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 SERVICES









   
   MOBILE PHONE DEFENSE  
  USA's 1st comprehensive mobile protection for mobile devices. Fend off malware, block intruders, lock or erase your company data. 











   
   ENDPOINT MANAGEMENT  
  Comprehensive endpoint management, threat monitoring and protection and designed to fit your business needs. 











   
   Cybersecurity  
  Helping you secure, prevent and detect unwanted intrusions and breaches on your devices and networks. 











   
   Penetration Testing  
  A penetration test, also known as a pen test, is a simulated cyber attack against your network to check for exploitable vulnerabilities. 















   
   O365 MANAGED SERVICES  
  O365 Management for reporting, managing, monitoring, auditing, and alerting for your environment. 











   
   CLOUD BACKUP SOLUTIONS  
  A secure cloud backup of your data. Simple disaster recovery options with virtual deployments of VM's. 











   
   DATA LOSS PREVENTION  
  Regardless of the type of attack or the type of data, effective data loss prevention is the key to surviving the insider threat. 











   
   NETWORK ENGINEERING  
  Dedicated and experienced network administrators that can advise or repair your infrastructure based on your business model. 










   MORE SERVICES  












  



 ABOUT US



 CYBER TECH CONNECTION WAS ESTABLISHED WITH CUSTOMER SERVICE AS A PILLAR STONE OF OUR VAULES. 



 With over 15 years of experience in technology, Cyber Tech Connection is committed to providing value and excellence to support your business needs. Remotely operated and servicing national and international clients, we have had front-row seats to the latest developments, threats, and security measures to ensure your network remains up-to-date, secure, and operating at its maximum potential. 
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 Sometimes you get a curveball, even when the game changes. All you can do is take the hit and keep moving forward.



 



   read more  
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"It will not happen to us" Illinois college, hit by ransomware attack, to shut down
Posted by cybertechJune 7, 2022Comments: 0
By Kevin Collier Lincoln College is scheduled to close its doors Friday, becoming the first U.S. institution of higher learning to…
Read Post



















IT Support Desk





Help When You Need It
We’ll always be around to serve your needs, and we’ll monitor your systems to prevent any problems in the first place.
Contact Us











Association Partnerships





Collaborative Partnerships
Ideal for associations looking to provide resources for their members. 
Contact Us















Patch Management





Remote Management
Patch management is the process of installing (and managing) the latest patches - code changes that improve the systems or fix security vulnerabilities.
Contact Us











Medical





Healthcare Compliance
HIPPA Certified, we understand the regulations you must adhere to. We will ensure your systems meet those requirements.
Contact Us















Web Development





Website Management
Looking for a web design that presents your business? Professional designs and management for your online footprint.
Contact Us











Business Operations





Business Departments
Every business department has its own challenges. Understanding your needs is the first step to a stable IT solution.
Contact Us















Database Administration





Need SQL Experience
Our database administrators review, design and implement to allow your business to achieve smooth operations. 
Contact Us











Law





Attorneys
While protecting your clients, don't let their data be exposed online. Do a security review of your systems today!
Contact Us
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 Kipley Quinn




  Dave is great to work with, very professional and responsive. He provides top quality services for his clients for a more than reasonable rate. If you are concerned about your business' computer security and/or your entire office system I would recommend Cyber Tech Connection.
read moreread less
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 David Clamage




  Today was my 2nd session with Dave - on time; informed and informing without overwhelming me; and, very efficient with his time.
read moreread less
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 Richard Feigenbaum




  Working with Cyber Tech has been a pleasure. I now have great confidence that our computer systems are protected from cyber threats. Dave has also been of great assistance trouble shooting our routine, day to day computer issues, and does so in a calm, pleasant way.
read moreread less
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 Anthony Sharps




  Dave is great. Efficient, professional and kind. Easy to work with and I would highly recommend.
read moreread less
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 Theo Miguel




  They have a great and supportive team to work with.
read moreread less
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 Carleigh Fite




  Life saver for my law firm. Highly recommend!
read moreread less
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 Suzanne Forster




  The Cyber Tech Connection team works at the speed of light and are very professional. They do a great job for us at a price we can afford!
read moreread less
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 Catholic Charities Admin




  Great work, super friendly and very dependable.
read moreread less
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 Chris Parks




  Have you ever been so frustrated with your computer that you feel like a child trying to do math homework alone? This used to happen to me five times a week. But Dave can change all that! He is ex military, highly professional, and a lot of fun to work with. I recommend him highly. No more math homework. Thank god!
read moreread less
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 Brooke Fogg




  Cyber Tech is literally the best thing that has happened to our business. As a small business IT has always been the biggest challenge for us. Happy to say that is no longer. They are the BEST!!!
read moreread less
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 Trevor Wogrin




  I should have contacted them sooner! I had a major cyber incident and Dave pulled my butt out of the fire. I will recommend him anytime someone asks.
read moreread less
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 Michael Maggio




  Top notch service and great results. It’s rare in today’s world of poor customer service to get what you pay for, but with Cyber Tech Connection we got what we paid for and more. They were patient and efficient in resolving our issues and explaining what they were doing throughout the process. We couldn’t be more satisfied, and will continue to use their services whenever we need IT support. Keep up the great work!!
read moreread less
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 The Bolt Agency




  I highly recommend Cyber Tech Connection. They are super reliable, easy to work with, and always do an amazing job. I love working with Dave at Cyber Tech! He is always around when we need him (which is always :)) Really enjoy this company
read moreread less
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 Eric Lawrence




  Dave is absolutely top notch. Extremely knowledgeable and responsive, and an excellent value. An invaluable resource.
read moreread less
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 Landon Blake




  Dave has done a great job taking care of the IT needs of our small business the last few months. He is responsive, his technical knowledge is superb, and his rates are affordable. We highly recommend Dave for your small business needs.
read moreread less
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 Marelise Flessner




  We have used Dave for so many things and he never disappoints! He always gets back to us right away and there’s never been a time where he couldn’t help resolve an issue.
 Great service!
 I would highly recommend Cyber Tech Connection! 🙂
read moreread less
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 Rosalind Smith




  Outstanding service and attention to detail. Thank you Dave!
read moreread less
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 Ellen Wright




  We contacted Dave and his team after the office email was hacked and website commandeered. The whole situation was absolutely crazy and I was beyond horrified. He was very calm and worked with us through the emotional turmoil of it all and really kept us on track. He did an amazing job jumping in and getting everything re-secured for us. Don't know what we would have ever done without him. Highly recommend. A+
read moreread less
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 Ary Sarbaz




  Cyber Tech Connection was very thorough and comprehensive with their analysis and approach to securing our system. Dave was super informative and helped explain things in a manner I could understand. They were very responsive and quick with any issues or questions I had. Highly recommend.
read moreread less
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 Amanda Parker




  Kind, patient, knowledgeable and efficient. Dave is the best!
read moreread less
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 Chris Tolliver




  Very responsive and great to work with. Dave always gets us up and running anytime we have a problem so our business can keep moving forward.
read moreread less
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 Adam Courchaine




  It's nice feeling confident that my systems are protected!
read moreread less
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   Toll Free: 1-800-218-9471  







   Office: 303-529-0274  





 Office Hours: M – F: 08:00 – 17:00



 Major Areas Served: 
 Colorado, Florida, New York, Pennsylvania, Washington, Missouri, New Jersey, California, Georgia, Massachusetts, Utah, Wisconsin, Oregon, Texas, Arizona, Virginia
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"It will not happen to us" Illinois college, hit by ransomware attack, to shut down
June 7, 2022
By Kevin Collier Lincoln College is scheduled to close its doors Friday, becoming the first U.S.…
READ INSIGHT
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How an Association Can Benefit from a Tech Provider
February 28, 2022
Whether your association is just starting or celebrating its 20th anniversary, staying current with technology…
READ INSIGHT
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HermeticWiper | New Destructive Malware Used In Cyber Attacks on Ukraine
February 24, 2022
Author: JUAN ANDRÉS GUERRERO Background On February 23rd, our friends at Symantec and ESET research…
READ INSIGHT
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What is Mobile Threat Defense & How to Protect Against It
January 19, 2022
According to Statista, there are more than 6.4 billion active smartphone users in the world.…
READ INSIGHT
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 introducing America's 1st True Mobile Defense! 
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 Comprehensive mobile protection for mobile devices. Fend off malware, block intruders, lock or erase your company data.



 	     Detect Credential Harvesting 
	    Stop App Exploits 
	    Stop Data Exfiltration 
	    Block Mobile Phishing 
	    Cybersecurity Expert Response 













   GET STARTED TODAY  
































































